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[1] Both hybrid/full particle simulations and recent experimental results have clearly
evidenced that the front of a supercritical quasi-perpendicular shock can be rippled. Recent
two-dimensional simulations have focused on two different types of shock front rippling:
(1) one characterized by a small spatial scale along the front is supported by lower hybrid
wave activity, (2) the other characterized by a large spatial scale along the front is
supported by the emission of large amplitude nonlinear whistler waves. These two rippled
shock fronts are self-consistently observed when the static magnetic field is perpendicular
to (so called “B0-OUT” case) or within (so called “B0-IN” case) the simulation plane,
respectively. On the other hand, several studies have been made on the reflection and
energization of incoming ions with a shock but most have been restricted to a one
dimensional shock profile only (no rippling effects). Herein, two-dimensional test particle
simulations based on strictly perpendicular shock profiles chosen at a fixed time in two-
dimensional Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, are performed in order to investigate the
impact of the shock front ripples on incident ion (H+) dynamics. The acceleration
mechanisms and energy spectra of the test-ions (described by shell distributions with
different initial kinetic energy) interacting with a rippled shock front are analyzed in detail.
Both “B0-OUT” and “B0-IN” cases are considered separately; in each case, y-averaged
(front rippling excluded) and non-averaged (front rippling included) profiles will be
analyzed. Present results show that: (1) the incident ions suffer both shock drift acceleration
(SDA) and shock surfing acceleration (SSA) mechanisms. Moreover, a striking feature
is that SSA ions not only are identified at the ramp but also within the foot which confirms
previous 1-D simulation results; (2) the percentage of SSA ions increases with initial
kinetic energy, a feature which persists well with a rippled shock front; (3) furthermore, the
ripples increase the porosity of the shock front, and more directly transmitted (DT) ions are
produced; these strongly affect the relative percentage of the different identified classes
of ions (SSA, SDA and DT ions), their average kinetic energy and their relative
contribution to the resulting downstream energy spectra; (4) one key impact of the ripples
is a strong diffusion of ions (in particular through the frontiers of their injection angle
domains and in phase space which are blurred out) which leads to a mixing of the different
ion classes. This diffusion increases with the size of the spatial scale of the front ripples;
(5) through this diffusion, an ion belonging to a given category (SSA, SDA, or DT)
in y-averaged case changes class in non-averaged case without one-to-one correspondence.
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1. Introduction
[2] Collisionless shocks are of strong interest in space
physics, plasma physics and astrophysics. They are com-
monly believed to be important sources of high-energy par-
ticles, such as Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) [Reames,
2000; Zank et al., 2006; Mikić and Lee, 2006], Anomalous
Cosmic Rays (ACRs) [Ellison et al., 1999; Czechowski et al.,
2001; Giacalone and Decker, 2010] and Galactic Cosmic
Rays (GCRs) [Ellison and Reynolds, 1991; Meyer et al.,
1998; Berezhko and Völk, 2000]. In situ measurements of
the terrestrial bow shock made by CLUSTER mission
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[Walker and Balikhin, 1999; Moullard et al., 2006; Mazelle
et al., 2010], plasma laboratory experiments [Morse et al.,
1972], and numerical simulations [Biskamp and Welter,
1972; Forslund et al., 1984; Lembège and Dawson, 1987;
Winske and Quest, 1988; Lembège and Savoini, 1992;
Nishimura et al., 2003; Scholer and Matsukiyo, 2004;
Chapman et al., 2005] revealed that quasi-perpendicular
shocks can be strongly nonstationary in a supercritical
regime. Hybrid and Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations have
shown that shock front nonstationarity can result from at least
two classes of processes: one class corresponds to processes
developing mainly along the shock normal. One robust pro-
cess is the so called shock front self-reformation due to the
accumulation of reflected ions which develops over a foot
distance from the ramp [Biskamp and Welter, 1972; Lembège
and Dawson, 1987; Lembège and Savoini, 1992;Hada et al.,
2003; Scholer et al., 2003]. The other class corresponds to
processes developing along the shock front and are respon-
sible for the shock front rippling. There are at least three
types of ripples: (1) short scale (below ion inertial length)
lower-hybrid waves (typically about perpendicular to the
magnetic field) supported by cross field currents instabilities
[Lembège and Savoini, 1992], (2) longer scale (of the order
of one or a few ion inertial lengths) oblique whistler waves
[Hellinger et al., 2007; Lembège et al., 2009], and (3) even
much longer “Alfvén wave” ripples (several ion inertial
lengths) [Winske and Quest, 1988; Saito and Umeda, 2011].
Lowe and Burgess [2003] investigated these Alfvén ripples
[Winske and Quest, 1988] and interpreted them as surface
waves but did not exclude the possibility that these ripples
are generated by the proton temperature anisotropy as origi-
nally proposed by Winske and Quest [1988].
[3] Diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) [Axford et al.,
1977; Bell, 1978a, 1978b; Krymsky, 1977; Blandford and
Ostriker, 1978; Lee, 1983; Blandford and Eichler, 1987;
Webb et al., 1995] is the most widely accepted theory for
particle acceleration for quasi-parallel shocks. However, a
similar theory does not work efficiently at low energies at
quasi-perpendicular shocks, where the reflected ions return
to the shocks almost immediately due to their gyromotion in
the upstream magnetic field. Therefore, shock drift acceler-
ation (SDA) [Hudson, 1965; Webb et al., 1983; Decker and
Vlahos, 1985; Decker, 1988; Begelman and Kirk, 1990;
Chalov, 2001] and shock surfing acceleration (SSA)
[Sagdeev, 1966; Katsouleas and Dawson, 1983; Zank et al.,
1996; Lee et al., 1996; Lee, 1999; Shapiro and Üçer, 2003]
are considered to play important roles in ion acceleration or
pre-acceleration at quasi-perpendicular shocks. However,
the problem is that comprehensive and detailed analysis of
SSA/SDA mechanisms for rippled shock front, where the
front rippling is included self-consistently, has not been
performed yet.
[4] Decker [1990] considered the acceleration of ions within
a rippled shock front by using a quasi-static surface corrugation
described phenomenologically by sinusoidal function. The
front ripples are characterized by an amplitude A and a spatial
scale L that is large compared to an energetic ion’s gyroradius
rg, i.e., rg ≪ L. The authors found that a few injected ions are
trapped by the ripples, undergo many reflections within the
front and are accelerated nonadiabatically. But, this work is
based on a stationary shock front along the shock normal, and
the used front rippling is not consistent. Recently, Yang et al.
[2009a] investigated the ion acceleration by using test particle
simulations based on nonstationary shock profiles (along the
shock normal) issued from self-consistent 1-D PIC simulations
of supercritical perpendicular reforming shocks. They focused
on the impact of shock front self-reformation on ion accelera-
tion, and found that SDA and SSA mechanisms compete with
each other.
[5] Recent works [Hellinger et al., 2007; Lembège et al.,
2009] based on 2-D PIC and 2-D hybrid simulations of a
strictly perpendicular shock have examined two competitive
mechanisms of nonstationarity: the shock front self-refor-
mation (mainly along the shock normal) and the shock front
nonstationary triggered by an emission of large amplitude
whistler waves which are at the origin of an important shock
front rippling. This competition is based on the different
configurations of the upstream magnetic field: (1) when the
upstream ambient magnetic field B0 lies outside the simu-
lation plane (so called “B0-OUT”), the self-reformation
along the shock normal is dominant, and the shock front
rippling is only characterized by a relatively small spatial
scale (less than 1 c/wpi where c/wpi is the ion inertial length).
The amplitude of this rippling is too weak to diffuse
noticeably the reflected ions (which maintain some coherent
motion during their gyromotion) and does not impede the
self-reformation which clearly persists and is the dominant
nonstationary process; (2) in contrast, when the upstream
ambient magnetic field B0 lies within the simulation plane,
large amplitude whistler waves are emitted within the front
and are at the origin of a large spatial scale rippling (several
c/wpi along the front). These waves largely interact with
reflected ions which become diffuse and cannot feed any
more the front self-reformation which disappears. However,
at present, one still ignores the impact of different scales of
the shock front rippling on SSA and SDA mechanisms, and
on their respective energy spectra.
[6] Yang et al. [2009a] have separated the incoming test
particle ions into reflected and directly transmitted ions dur-
ing their interaction with the front of a supercritical perpen-
dicular shock (similarly as in Burgess et al. [1989]), and then
have investigated the mechanisms of ion acceleration. Most
energetic particles correspond to the reflected ions which are
accelerated by SSA and SDAmechanisms. The ion dynamics
depends largely on the structures of the shock with which
incoming ions interact. Therefore as the shock evolves with
time, the nonstationarity effects cannot be neglected. In
extension to the previous results obtained at stationary per-
pendicular shocks by using hybrid simulations [Burgess et al.,
1989], Yang et al. [2009a] found that (1) whether a given ion
is accelerated primarily depends on the time at which ions
interact with the shock, and (2) energetic particles (SSA and
SDA ions) come from a limited portion of the incident
velocity distribution, rather than being randomly selected.
However, in the hybrid simulations of Burgess et al. [1989]
where the structure of the shock profile is fixed, none of the
reflected ions comes from the core of Maxwellian distribu-
tion. In contrast, results of PIC simulations [Lee et al., 2005;
Yang et al., 2009a], where the shock front is nonstationary
(self-reformation), clearly evidenced the reflected ions come
from not only the wings but also the core of the Maxwellian
distribution. The wings and the core of the Maxwellian dis-
tribution can be considered as a weighted superposition of
individual shell velocity distributions with large and small
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radii, respectively. Thus, the nonstationary shock helps the
acceleration of reflected ions with low initial energies (solar
wind ions from the core of the Maxwellian distribution or the
pickup ions from shell distribution with small radius) rather
than the stationary shock.
[7] The present paper represents an extension of a previ-
ous work based on 1-D simulations [Yang et al., 2009a,
2009b] to 2-D shock profiles. Herein, we use similar test
particle calculations based on fields of shock profiles issued
from two-dimensional PIC simulation (where rippling
effects are self-consistently included) in order to address the
following questions: (1) What is the impact of the shock
front rippling on ion acceleration mechanisms and energy
spectra? (2) How does this impact differ when considering
small and large spatial scale ripples? (3) SSA mechanisms is
often invoked as pre-accelerating process taking place before
DSA process applies. In which conditions (in terms of par-
ticle injection angle and initial kinetic energy), SSA ions can
be identified in the presence of front rippling?, and at least
(4) how SSA and SDA processes compete with each other in
terms of respective occurrence, percentage of ion popula-
tions and corresponding efficiency in the energy gain? This
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly
describe the numerical model used herein. Section 3 presents
the simulation results for small and large scale rippling cases
respectively. The main conclusions will be summarized in
section 4.
2. Simulation Conditions
[8] Investigating ion acceleration at a rippled shock requires
a spatial range large enough for particles to do gyromotion
before and after the shock, and a spatial resolution high
enough to include the detailed physics for shock front micro-
structure. We implement a combination of a 2-D PIC simula-
tion to model the shock front fields and of test particle
simulations to analyze the dynamics of a large number of
energetic ions. First, two-dimensional PIC simulations (where
both ions and electrons are treated as individual macro-
particles) are performed similar to those of previous work
[Lembège and Savoini, 1992; Lembège et al., 2009], where the
perpendicular planar shock (qBn = 90) is initiated by a mag-
netic piston (applied current pulse). Therefore, the shock
geometry is always defined in the upstream frame: the shock
propagates along the x direction. Periodic conditions are used
along the direction of the planar shock front (y-axis).
[9] Two 2-D PIC different runs have been initially per-
formed. One where the upstream ambient magnetic field
B0 is perpendicular to the simulation plane which is named
B0-OUT case, and the other where B0 is lying within the
simulation plane (x, y) which is named B0-IN case. All
dimensionless quantities are indicated by a tilde “” and are
normalized as follows. The spatial coordinate is ~x ¼ x=D;
velocity ~v ¼ v=wpeD; time ~t ¼ wpet , electric field ~E ¼
eE=mew2peD; magnetic field ~B ¼ eB=mew2peD. The para-
meters D, wpe, me and e are, respectively, the numerical
grid size, the electron plasma frequency, the electron mass
and the electric charge. These definitions are identical to
those used in previous 1-D PIC [Lembège and Dawson,
1987], and 2-D PIC simulations [Lembège and Savoini,
1992]. The plasma conditions and shock regime used herein
are similar to those used in Lembège et al. [2009]. All basic
parameters are summarized as follows: the plasma simulation
box has 6144  256 grids with a spatial resolution D ¼
Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 1=60 ~c=~wpi
  ¼ 1=3 ~c=~wpe
 
(where ~c=~wpi and
~c=~wpe are the ion and electron inertial lengths respectively),
which is high enough to involve all microstructures of the
shock front. Initially, the number of particles per cell is 4 for
each specie. Velocity of light ~c = 3, and mass ratio of proton
and electron mi/me = 400. In order to achieve reasonable run
times and simulation domains, a ratio of wpe/Wce = 2 had been
used as in Hada et al. [2003] and Matsukiyo et al. [2007].
The electron/ion temperature ratio is Te/Ti = 1.58; upstream
ions and electrons are isotropic so that ~vthi ¼ ~vthi;x;y;z and
~vthe ¼ ~vthe;x;y;z respectively. The ambient magnetic field is
~B0
  = 1.5. The shock has an averaged Alfvénic Mach
number, MA = Vshock/VA = 5.14 where the upstream Alfvén
velocity ~V A is equal to 0.075. The ratio b of upstream plasma
thermal pressure to magnetic field pressure is taken as bi =
0.101 for protons and be = 0.16 for electrons. For these initial
conditions, all other upstream plasma parameters are detailed
in Table 1 for both electrons and protons.
[10] Second, we follow the full motion of test-particle ions
interacting with the electromagnetic fields of a shock profile
issued from the above PIC simulation at a fixed time. A total
of 51200 ions are used in each test particles simulation. In
order to avoid any possible impact of the numerical noise
(source of artificial particles diffusion before the particles
interact with the shock front), all shock profiles issued from
2-D PIC simulations have been partially filtered in the
upstream region (ahead of the upstream edge of the foot). In
order to analyze the impact of a varying initial kinetic
energy, the distribution of the test ions velocities is initially
described as a shell function, and ions only differ by their
phase angles (q and f) on the shell. As illustrated in
Figure 1a, the gyrophase angle f is defined as the angle
between the + x direction (along the shock front normal) and
the perpendicular ion velocity component Vi? (defined with
respect to the ambient magnetic field B0), while the pitch
angle q is the angle between the ion velocity vector Vi and
B0. Test particles are produced by using acceptance-rejection
method [Knuth, 1981] and are uniformly distributed on the
shell. All particles have the same initial kinetic energy defined
by the shell radius as shown in Figure 1b. Shell distributions
of ions are released with different shell radii varying from
Table 1. Upstream Plasma Parameters Defined for the 2-D PIC
Simulation
Symbol Electrons Ions
Thermal velocity ~V thx;y;z 0.3 0.012
Debye length ~lD 0.42 0.34
Larmor gyro radius ~rc 0.84 13.6
Inertia length ~c=~wp 3.0 60
Gyro frequency ~Wc 0.5 0.0012
Plasma frequency ~wp 1.0 0.05
Gyro period ~t c 13 5027
Plasma beta b 0.16 0.101
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~Vshell ¼ ~Vthi to 10~Vthi, where ~Vthi is the proton thermal velocity
used in our PIC simulation. Herein, we will consider protons
(H+) only. Test particles are initially distributed from a
location 5~c=~wpi away from the ramp to far upstream, and
simulations are performed in the upstream rest frame. Since
periodic conditions have been used along y-axis in original
2-D PIC simulations (~Ly = 256), one can easily extend the
shock profiles domain in the test particles simulations by
duplicating all fields along y-axis in order to analyze in
details carefully the full motion of DT, SDA and SSA ions
along the shock front, which could be larger than ~Ly = 256.
3. Simulation Results
[11] This section is separated into two parts. In the first
part, we analyze the dynamics of ions interacting with typi-
cal y-averaged shock profiles issued both from B0-OUT and
B0-IN cases. Herein, the propagating shock is injected with
an instantaneous velocity equaling that measured in the PIC
Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the injection angles of incident ions defined in the test particle calculations, (b) the
test particles produced by acceptance-rejection method are uniformly distributed in the velocity shell, and
(c) three-dimensional view of the main magnetic field component ~Bz in unit of the upstream ambient mag-
netic field ~B0 (B0-OUT case) and (d) of ~By also in unit of ~B0 (B0-IN case) issued from 2-D PIC simulations at
the same time~t ¼ 0:7~tci. The y-averaged shock profile (thick curve) is also shown for reference. Test par-
ticles simulations are made in the upstream rest frame. For clarity, the location of the ramp (where the elec-
tric field ~Ex is maximum) has been chosen as the reference origin for plotting x-profiles of fields in
Figures 1c and 1d (and in all other figures).
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simulation; let us remind that the instantaneous Mach num-
ber may differ from its time-averaged value MA = 5.14. For
B0-OUT case, the self-reformation is fully recovered associ-
ated with the absence of any whistler wave emission, and the
shock front ripples have a small spatial scale along the shock
front (Figure 1c) as in previous papers [Lembège and
Savoini, 1992; Lembège et al., 2009]. In contrast, for B0-IN
case, emission of whistler waves is evidenced associated
with the absence of self-reformation as in previous papers
[Hellinger et al., 2007; Lembège et al., 2009] and the shock
front ripples have scales much larger than for the B0-OUT
case (Figure 1d). In the second part, we follow a similar
procedure for non-averaged shock profiles issued from both
B0-OUT and B0-IN cases. In each part, the analysis is based
on a comparison between B0-OUT and B0-IN cases where
shock front rippling is respectively excluded and included,
i.e., with y-averaged (i.e., front rippling excluded) and non-
averaged (i.e., front rippling included) shock profiles in
order to answer the questions addressed in this paper and
mentioned in section 1.
3.1. Dynamics of Ions Interacting With Y-Averaged
Shock Profiles in “Bo-OUT” and “Bo-IN”
Configurations
[12] Figure 1c shows the magnetic field strength ~Bz x; yð Þ (in
unit of ~B0) at time~t ¼ 0:7~tci of the 2-D PIC simulation (where
~tci ¼ 2p=~Wci is the upstream ion cyclotron period). The shock
front rippling has a small spatial scale ( 0:35~c=~wpi) along the
y direction; B0 is along z direction in the current case. The
black solid curve indicates the corresponding y-averaged
shock profile of ~Bz. In this y-averaged profile, the shock front
clearly exhibits a foot, a ramp and an overshoot, which are
typical characteristics of supercritical perpendicular shocks.
The vertical dashed line indicates the ramp location (where the
~Ex field has the largest amplitude); its instantaneous propa-
gating velocity along x direction is ~Vshock ¼ 4:31~VA (26:9~Vthi).
Its shock front width (including foot and ramp) is about
1.9~c=~wpi, and is measured from the upstream edge of the foot
to the peak of the magnetic overshoot; the upstream edge of
the foot is defined as the location where the magnetic field
has increased by 6.67% over its upstream value [Burgess
et al., 1989; Yang et al., 2011a, 2011b]. The amplitude of
the upstream magnetic field turbulence is below the value
(1 + 6.67% )  ~B0 in our simulations. At this chosen time of
the PIC simulation, the ramp width is very narrow (about 2.4
~c=~wpe), and is measured from the upstream edge of the ramp
to the overshoot. Such a very narrow ramp is expected to be
in favor of SSA mechanism [Zank et al., 1996; Lever et al.,
2001]. Correspondingly, the magnetic field strength ~By(x, y)
(in unit of ~B0) is shown for the B0-IN configuration in
Figure 1d at the same time as Figure 1c. The shock front
rippling has a larger spatial scale (1.42~c=~wpi ) along the y
direction; B0 is along the y direction in the current case. The
black solid curve indicates the corresponding y-averaged
shock profile of ~By. The vertical dashed line indicates the
ramp location (where the ~Ex field has the largest amplitude).
Instantaneous shock velocity along x direction is ~Vshock ¼
4:17~VA (26~Vthi). Since the shock velocity is slightly different
in both ~B0 configurations, for a better comfort the ramp
location will be used as a reference origin as illustrated in
Figures 1c and 1d and in all plots versus x throughout the
paper.
[13] Incident ions interacting with the shock front can be
separated into five groups by using a separation method
developed in previous work [Lever et al., 2001; Yang et al.,
2009a]. More specifically, we first separate the upstream
ions into two groups: the reflected (R) ions and the directly
transmitted (DT) ions, and we analyze their dynamics sep-
arately. The reflected ions are identified as follows: after
being reflected (1) their velocity component ~Vix is larger than
the shock front velocity ~Vshock (along the x axis), and (2) they
are located upstream the ramp (~Xi > ~X ramp). Second, the R
ions can be divided into two subpopulations by using a
simple criteria [Lever et al., 2001]: the SDA ions are iden-
tified as being primarily reflected by the Lorenz force, i.e., in
the shock front these verify ~Ex < ~Viy~Bz  ~Viz~By
 
=~c . SDA
ions do return upstream once before passing through the
shock front. The SSA ions are identified as being primarily
reflected by the electrostatic force, i.e., in the shock front
these verify ~Ex ≥ ~Viy~Bz  ~Viz~By
 
=~c . Finally, we tag each
SSA particle during its flight through the simulation box,
keeping the time history of its trajectory and recording the
number of reflections. The SSA ions reflected once and more
than once are respectively named “SSA-O” and “SSA-M”,
where “O” and “M” holds respectively for “once” and
“multiple”. Simultaneously, we also classify the SDA ions
into two types: “SDA-C” and “SDA-NC”, where “C” an
“NC” hold respectively for “crossing” and “not crossing”.
The return of “SDA-C” ions transits across the shock front,
i.e., their turning point is behind the overshoot. In contrast,
the “SDA-NC” ions do not pass through the overshoot during
the reflection, i.e., their turning point is before the overshoot.
It is important to precise that, when applying the criteria
mentioned above (in particular the criterium ~Xi > ~Xramp ),
the turning point of SDA and SSA ions can take place
anywhere within the front without any a priori idea as
illustrated in Figure 2. Even an ion which has its turning
point behind the ramp (as the yellow curve) but succeeds to
be ahead of the ramp after turning toward upstream and to
reach the vertical dashed area will be selected as reflected
ion.
[14] Figures 3a and 3b show the ion phase space ~Vix versus
~X with three different initial shell radii ~Vshell ¼ 1 , 5 and
10~Vthi from top to bottom in each column, for the B0-OUT
and B0-IN configurations, respectively. The essential dif-
ferences between the y-averaged shock profiles of both cases
are the following: (1) the gradient of the shock front (in
particular at the ramp) is much weaker (lower fields ampli-
tude at the shock front, and thicker front width) in B0-IN
case than in B0-OUT case (Figures 1c and 1d); (2) the fields
within the foot vary monotonously versus x in B0-OUT case,
in contrast with those of B0-IN case where a “bump” is
clearly evidenced upstream of the ramp (as indicated by the
arrow in Figure 1d). The amplitude of this bump is not
negligible and will have a noticeable impact according to the
initial energy and injection features of some ions interacting
with it.
[15] Spatial coordinates are in unit of upstream ion inertial
length ~c=~wpi. The five groups of ions are identified and are
color-coded as follows: (1) reflected SDA-C ions (cyan
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Figure 2. Sketch of typical reflected ion trajectories. The red, orange and yellow curves illustrate
respectively trajectories of an SSA/SDA ion reflected within the foot, at the ramp and of an SDA ion
reflected after the overshoot (herein so-called SDA-C ion); the blue circles indicate the location where
the incident ion is defined as reflected, and is classified into SSA and SDA groups by using the criteria
described in the text.
Figure 3. Ion phase space (~Vix  ~X ) issued from 2-D test particles simulations for three different initial
shell velocities ~Vshell = 1, 5 and 10~Vthi for the y-averaged shock profiles in (a) B0-OUT and (b) B0-IN con-
figurations. Spatial coordinates are normalized versus the upstream ion inertial length ~c=~wpi
 
. Colors are
as follows: incoming and DT ions (black), SDA-C ions (cyan), SDA-NC ions (red), SSA-O ions (yellow)
and SSA-M ions (green). For reference, the y-averaged fields of the shock profile ~Bz (blue curve) and ~Ex
(red curve) are also shown for reference; the ramp location is chosen as the origin ~x = 0 of the plot.
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dots), (2) reflected SDA-NC ions (red dots), (3) reflected
SSA-O ions (yellow dots), (4) reflected SSA-M ions (green
dots), and (5) DT ions together with incoming ions (black
dots). Corresponding profile of the y-averaged magnetic
field ~Bz (blue curve) and electric field ~Ex (red curve) are also
shown for reference in Figure 3. Main results are as follows:
[16] 1. For small shell cases (Figure 3a1), DT and SSA-O
ions are absent for B0-OUT configuration (i.e., all ions are
reflected). In contrast, for B0-IN configuration, DT and SSA-
O ions emerge. The increase of DT ions percentage is easily
explained by the fact that the shock front amplitude (over-
shoot) is much lower in Figure 3b than in Figure 3a; as a
consequence, the reflection is less efficient and the extension
of the reflected ions into the upstream region is more
restricted (Figure 3b).
[17] 2. For middle ~Vshell cases, SDA-C ions become notice-
able and DT ions emerge for B0-OUT configuration
(Figure 3a2), while the relative percentage of SSA-O and DT
ions drastically increases for B0-IN configuration (Figure 3b2).
[18] 3. For large ~Vshell cases, whatever is the shock profile,
more SSA ions are evidenced. In addition, the upstream
spatial range where reflected ions extend (both for SDA and
SSA ions when these are evidenced) is larger as the ~Vshell
value increases. However, for B0-IN configuration, the
number of SDA-C ions increases (this feature will be ana-
lyzed later on). More generally, when crossing the shock
front, DT ions go downstream without any reflection, and
get some bulk velocity only. In contrast, reflected ions are
accelerated when interacting with the shock front and
become the most energetic. Larger ~Vshell value is in favor of
producing more reflected (SSA and SDA-C) ions since these
succeed to pass more easily through the shock front after
interacting with it (acceleration).
[19] 4. SDA-NC ions are always evidenced whatever are
the ~Vshell value and the shock profile. The ion diffusion
increases with large ~Vshell (Figures 3a3 and 3b3) so that the
coherent ion motion is destroyed and the vortex of reflected
ions disappears.
[20] In order to identify more clearly the dynamics of the
different ion populations and their differences between the
B0-OUT and B0-IN configurations, time trajectories (~Y-~X
shown in shock rest frame) of four types of reflected ions
suffering different energization mechanisms (SSA-O, SSA-
M, SDA-C, and SDA-NC) are plotted in y-averaged cases.
Let us consider the B0-OUT configuration first (Figures 4a1–
4a4). Black circle and crossing on the trajectory indicate
respectively the beginning and the end of the trajectory.
These particles do have the same initial kinetic energy since
these are selected from the same shell distribution (~Vshell =
10~Vthi); these only differ from each other by the phase angles
on the shell. Vertical dashed lines indicate the locations of
the overshoot “O”, the ramp “R” and the upstream edge of
the foot “F” respectively. Isocontours of the magnetic field
~Bz (in gray) are superimposed on the ~Y-~X plots as reference.
Corresponding kinetic energy ~Ek versus ~X (calculated in
simulation frame) is shown in Figures 4a5–4a8; kinetic
energy ~Ek is normalized to the initial injection kinetic energy
defined by ~Einj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2 (the instantaneous Mach
number value MA = 4.31 is used here). Y-averaged profiles
of the magnetic field ~Bz (grey thick curve) and electric field
~Ex (grey thin curve) are also shown for reference.
[21] Figure 4a1 shows the trajectory of a typical SSA-O ion
which is reflected mainly due to the electric field. One sur-
prising result is that the particle only suffers one bounce
within the foot instead of the ramp during its acceleration
process. As a consequence, the energy gain is maximum
within the foot (D~Ek > 2~E inj) and not at the ramp (Figure 4a5)
and is relatively large (even if lower) as compared to the
energy gain observed for SSA-M ion (Figure 4a6). One
bounce of SSA-O ion reveals to be quite efficient, a fact
which has not been analyzed in previous theoretical works to
the knowledge of the authors. One proposed reason of the
bouncing of SSA-O ion within the foot is the fact the local
electric field amplitude (in the foot) has a finite value which is
a certain percentage of the same field at the ramp. Then, the
selection criterion for SSA ions can apply locally and one
bounce is initiated. This result differs from previous models
of SSA process where the electric field is often represented
by one strong peaked gradient at the ramp for simplifying
[Zank et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Shapiro and Üçer, 2003].
Figure 4a2 shows the trajectory of a SSA-M ion which suf-
fers multireflection by the local longitudinal electric field
mainly within the ramp. In contrast with SSA-O process, the
behavior of SSA-M particle is very close to that expected
in previous theoretical model of shock surfing acceleration
[Lee et al., 1996; Zank et al., 1996; Shapiro and Üçer, 2003].
These multireflected ions have already been found at a
reforming shock in 1-D simulation [Yang et al., 2011b] and
are presently retrieved at 2-D shock profiles. As expected
and in contrast with the SSA-O case, the energy gain of the
SSA-M particle is the strongest at the ramp; this energy gain
increases with the number of reflection at the ramp and is
larger than that observed for SSA-O ion (D~Ek ¼ 2:8~E inj in
Figure 4a6). Figure 4a3 shows a standard SDA-C ion which
describes a large gyromotion during its reflection. Herein, its
turning point is behind the ramp (and even behind the over-
shoot). One main feature is that its energy gain is very large
at its turning point in the downstream region and reaches its
maximum value (D~Ek ¼ 3:8~E inj in Figure 4a7) as the par-
ticle reaches its maximum excursion far in the foot region
at location “F” (i.e., before coming back definitively to the
shock front). Figure 4a4 shows the SDA-NC ion which
describes a gyromotion during its acceleration. Herein, the
turning point is within the foot i.e., before reaching the ramp.
Its corresponding energy gain is maximum again at location
“F” at the foot but is lower than that observed for SDA-C.
This means that the energy gain observed in the downstream
region for the SDA-C ion (immediately after crossing the
ramp) plays an important role and largely contributes to the
final energy gain. Indeed and in contrast with SDA-C ion,
the SDA-NC does not suffer any acceleration when crossing
the ramp or the overshoot region for the first time. A striking
point is that SDA process is dominant in the sense that the
resulting energy gain is the largest among the different cases
concerned herein.
[22] The four different classes of ions are also identified
for B0-IN configuration as illustrated in Figure 4b, and
within each ion class, features similar to those identified
for B0-OUT persist. The instantaneous Mach number value
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Figure 4. (a) Time trajectories (~Y  ~X ) of four typical reflected ions issued from test particles simulations
performed for the y-averaged case defined for the “B0-OUT” configuration: SSA-O, SSA-M, SDA-C and
SDA-NC ions are shown in Figures 4a1–4a4, respectively. Small black circle and crosses on each trajectory
indicate the beginning and the end of the ion trajectory. The ramp location is chosen as the origin ~x = 0 of the
plot. Curves are defined for the same initial shell velocity ~Vshell ¼ 10=~Vthi. Isocontours curves of ~Bz are super-
imposed in Figures 4a1–4a4 for reference. The shock profile is defined at time~t ¼ 0:7~tci of the 2-D PIC sim-
ulation. Corresponding normalized kinetic energy ~Ek=~Einj versus ~X = ~c=~wpi
 
is shown in Figures 4a5–4a8,
where the injection kinetic energy ~Einj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2; the y-averaged profiles of ~Bz and ~Ex are also shown
for reference. Vertical thick dashed lines from left to right indicate the locations of the overshoot “O”, the
ramp “R” and upstream edge of the foot “F” respectively. (b) Similar plots for “B0-IN” configuration.
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MA = 4.17 is used herein. However, a few differences can be
stressed between both B0 configurations: the number of
bounces of the SSA-M ion can be larger in Figure 4a2 than
in Figure 4b2, then one could expect the kinetic energy gain
be higher too. In fact, this expectation is in disagreement
with present result as seen by comparing Figures 4b6 and
4a6 which show comparable energy gain. This can be
explained by the fact that the SSA-M ion in Figure 4b2 does
not stay within the ramp which is believed to be a necessary
condition to suffer multiple bounces allowing to get a large
energy gain [Shapiro and Üçer, 2003] as evidenced in
Figure 4a6. Instead, the SSA-M ion of Figure 4b6 first
interacts with the upstream bump (located in the foot region
and indicated by the arrow in Figure 1d), suffers one bounce
and then interacts with the ramp that it succeeds to cross.
[23] Figure 5 shows the trajectories of SSA-O and SSA-M
ions coming from the same shell velocity distribution with
shell radius ~Vshell ¼ 10~Vthi ; all ions have the same initial
energy. Ions have been selected randomly (from their shell
distribution shown in Figure 1b) among the 51200 ions used
in each simulation. This allows us to investigate the behavior
of the SSA ions within the shock front in more detail.
Figures 5a and 5b indicate the results obtained in B0-OUT
and B0-IN configurations respectively. For each case, results
for SSA-O and SSA-M ions are respectively plotted in
Figures 5a1, 5b1 and Figures 5a2, 5b2; corresponding
kinetic energy are plotted in Figures 5a3, 5b3, 5a4, and 5b4.
More precisely, the trajectories of particles are color-coded
according their turning point as the reflection of the particle
takes place more deeply within the shock front as illustrated
in Figures 5a1 and 5a2 (the choice of colors extends from
blue to red, and gradually varies through the colors cyan,
green, yellow, and orange). Let us remind that ions are dis-
tributed on the same shell and differ one from each other
only by their respective phase angles. In present simulation,
injection angles (gyrophase f and pitch angle q) of each
selected particle have been recorded. Both angles start to be
recorded as each ion first reaches the upstream edge of the
foot.
[24] First, let us consider the B0-OUT configuration.
Figure 5a5 shows the domain in injection angles (q -f) of the
velocity space for the incident ions undergoing the SSA-O
(marked by circles) and SSA-M (marked by crosses) pro-
cesses. The original distribution of these surfing ions is
centered around the direction q = 90 (45 < q < 135) and
Figure 5. (a) Plots similar to those of Figure 4 but focused on different reflected ions (different colors)
suffering SSA-O (Figure 5a1) and SSA-M (Figure 5a2) processes (for the y-averaged B0-OUT configura-
tion and for ~Vshell ¼ 10~Vthi). Vertical dashed lines from left to right indicate the locations of the overshoot
“O”, the ramp “R” and the upstream edge of the foot “F” respectively. Corresponding normalized kinetic
energy ~Ek=~Einj versus ~X = ~c=~wpi
 
is shown in Figures 5a3 and 5a4, where the injection kinetic energy is
~Einj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2. The ramp location is chosen as the origin ~x = 0 of the plot. Figure 5a5 shows the
domains of velocity injection angles (q  f) of SSA-O (circle) and SSA-M (cross) ions. (b) Similar plots
for the y-averaged B0-IN case.
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around the ~Vix axis (320 < f < 360 and 0 < f < 40).
Present results show that small change in angles lead to quite
different SSA-O and SSA-M particles trajectories. For SSA-O
ions, three groups of ions are considered and identified by blue
(0 < f < 40), red (320 < f < 360) and green colors; “green”
ions are distributed within the two other groups in terms of
kinetic energy (Figure 5a3). When considering successively
“blue”, “green” and “red” ions, the reflection point of the SSA
ions initially in the foot (blue ions), approaches (green ions)
and reach (red ions) the ramp (Figure 5a1). Then, SSA-O ions
are reflected within a relatively large x-domain either within
the foot or at the ramp depending on their initial injection
angle. The SSA-O ions reflected at the ramp always gain
more energy than the SSA-O ions reflected within the foot
(Figures 5a1 and 5a3); this is due to the fact that SSA-O ions
see higher local electric field amplitude when approaching
progressively the ramp. Second, let us consider the B0-IN con-
figuration. The trajectories are more complex since some ions
interact with both the ramp and the “bump” located upstream
of the ramp. For SSA-O ions (Figures 5b1 and 5b3), this is
clearly apparent with “blue” and some “green” ions which
describe a more intricate trajectory near the bump location. In
contrast, the “red” ions which directly interact with the ramp
do have trajectories and energy gain evolution more similar
to those of “red” SSA-O ions for B0-OUT configuration.
[25] For B0-OUT configuration, the SSA-M ions interact
within a more restricted x-domain near the ramp (Figure 5a2)
in contrast with SSA-O ions. The first turning point of
SSA-M ions is initially within the foot edge located near the
ramp (“blue” ions), and approaches progressively the ramp
(“green” and “red” ions) but do not reach it. These reach the
ramp after several reflections only. The SSA-M ions which
spend more time in the ramp (either by more reflections
or by combining less reflections and by increasing their
y-excursion path along the shock front during each reflection)
do have the largest energy gain, as the “green” ions do in
Figures 5a2 and 5a4. The SSA-M ions which are reflected
early (i.e., with turning point in the foot far from the ramp
as some “blue” ions) do not have maximum energy gain.
Then, an early reflection is not in favor of getting a better
energy gain; instead, the relative proximity to the ramp is
rather in favor. One striking feature is that some SSA-O
ions can reach a final maximum energy gain comparable to
(and even slightly larger than) that of the SSA-M ions. This
maximum energy gain takes place far from the ramp (near
the foot edge “F”) for SSA-O ions and within the ramp for
SSA-M ions respectively (D~Ek = 3 and 2:8~E inj respectively
in Figures 5a3 and 5a4. Moreover, Figure 5a5 shows that
SSA-M ions (marked by crosses) are “surrounded” by SSA-O
ions (marked by circles), and are more centered around the
direction q = 90. SSA-O ions come from the domain between
SDA domain (it will be analyzed in detail in Figure 8) and
SSA-M domain (i.e., q  90 and f  360 or 0 and are in a
good agreement with theoretical results of Shapiro and Üçer
[2003]) due to the continuously changing of injection angles
of the incident ions from a same shell. In order to compare
with theoretical results of Shapiro and Üçer [2003], we have
plotted in Figure 6 the number of bounces versus the ~Vix;hit
velocity component (all velocity components have been trans-
formed from the upstream frame to the shock rest frame for
comparison) of SSA-M ions at the time these hit the upstream
edge of the shock front (subscript “hit”, in Figure 6a5).
A good agreement is found between theoretical and simula-
tion results which confirms that low ~Vix;hit velocity component
is in favor of large number of bounces. Let us precise that
particles with velocity approaching the maximum ~Vix in the
upstream rest frame correspond to those with low initial
velocity in the shock rest frame. This is illustrated in Figure 7
where an ion shell is represented in both shock rest frame
(black coordinate system as mentioned by Shapiro and Üçer
[2003]), and upstream frame (red coordinate system used in
present simulations). In addition, Figure 6 provides several
other information: (1) the number of bounces in present
simulation is limited (maximum of about 4 bounces) with
respect to theoretical expectations; (2) SSA-O ions which
bounce respectively at the ramp (red circles) and far within
the foot (blue circles) do have a larger and smaller ~Vix;hit
respectively. This last result suggests that another parameter
(in addition to ~Vix;hit) needs to be invoked in order to separate
SSA-O (green and blue circles) and SSA-M (red crosses)
which co-exist within the same ~Vix;hit range (0.197–0.216 in
Figure 6a5). In order to clarify this point, time histories of ion
components velocities ~Vix and ~Viy are plotted in Figures 6a1–
6a4 with the same color code as used for each identified
particle in other plots in Figure 5. The time at which each ion
is bouncing (which is characterized by ~Vix = 0) differs from
the (previous) time at which the ion starts to interact with the
shock front (as indicated by the circle on each ion trajectory
in Figures 6a1–6a4. These plots clearly show that: (1) at the
time these interact with the shock front, SSA-O ions spread
over a certain finite range of ~Vix and ~Viy velocity components,
while this range is almost zero for SSA-M (all circles almost
superimpose one to each other). This feature explains the
reason for which SSA-M ions look “surrounded” by SSA-O
ions; (2) at their turning point, the ~Viy is small but finite for
SSA-M ions but is almost zero for SSA-O ions. Then, a small
finite or ~Viy = 0 component will decide whether the SSA ion
will be an SSA-O or SSA-M. This new result (impact of ~Viy)
was not expected from theoretical results of Shapiro and
Üçer [2003]. This dependance versus ~Viy (i.e., f angle) is
due to the continuous gyration that all incident ions (and then
of the whole shell distribution) around ~B0 axis (z-axis) suffer
when approaching the shock front.
[26] For B0-IN configuration, several differences emerge
with respect to the B0-OUT configuration: (1) the number of
bounces for SSA-M ions (Figure 5b2) is much more reduced
as compared to Figure 5a2, which can be explained as fol-
lows: the gradient of the shock front at the ramp is much
weaker (lower electric field ~Ex and thicker front width) in
B0-IN case than in B0-OUT case. Let us remind that the
number of bounces increases in particular in the region
where the ramp is very thin (a few electron inertia lengths)
as in Figure 5a, which is in agreement with the model of
Shapiro and Üçer [2003]. The maximum energy achieved
by both classes of SSA ions (Figures 5b3 and 5b4) are
almost comparable to that of Figures 5a3 and 5a4; (2) The
presence of a “bump” along x-axis disturbs trajectories of
ions which suffer some diffusion (as compared with the
monotonic increase of the fields amplitude in B0-OUT con-
figuration). This diffusion is due to the fact that the particles
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interact at different locations upstream from and at the ramp,
and see different local amplitudes of fields (including the
upstream bump). This diffusion leads to an expansion of the
angular domain in Figure 5b5 with respect to the domain of
Figure 5a5; (3) considering the same sampling of ions
selected in each configuration, the number of SSA-M ions
(crosses) decreases strongly with respect to the B0-OUT
configuration and mainly SSA-O ions (circles) are identified
in Figure 5b5. Then, weaker gradients of shock front profiles
should be in favor of SSA-O ions. Moreover, Figure 6b
confirms that small ~Vix;hit values reveal not to be the pri-
mary condition for producing SSA-M ions with many
bounces, since SSA-O ions are rather evidenced; rather, a
gradient of the electric field strong enough with a narrow
ramp is the major condition (not satisfied in the B0-IN con-
figuration). Surprisingly, SSA-M ions with very limited
number of bounces (only 2 in the present case) are observed
for high ~Vix;hit values in Figure 6b5. At this stage, no further
comparison can be performed with results of Shapiro and
Üçer [2003] because of too much simplifying conditions
used in the theoretical model while, in present test simula-
tions, these ions are reflected within the foot region which
was excluded in the previous model. A more realistic theo-
retical model will be necessary to analyze in further details
the particular trajectories of SSA-M/SSA-O and SDA-C/
SDA-NC ions interacting with the microstructures of the
shock profile and different gradients of shock front. Such
analysis will be presented in a further work.
[27] At this stage of the study, the analysis of individual
trajectories is not enough and a full statistical analysis reveals
to be necessary. Figure 8a shows the injection angles distri-
bution for all SSA-O (yellow), SSA-M (green), SDA-C
(cyan), SDA-NC (red), and DT (black) ions respectively for
the three different radii of the initial shell distribution used in
Figures 3a and 3b. For B0-OUT configuration case, the main
results are summarized as follows: (1) the frontiers of angular
domains between the different ion classes are clearly identi-
fied; (2) for small shell cases (~Vshell ¼ ~Vthi ), all ions are
Figure 6. (a) Corresponding time history of ~Vix and ~Viy injection velocity components of ions selected in
Figures 5a1–5a4 for the “B0-OUT” case; same color code is used. Circles on each curve denote the “hitting
time” (denoted by subscript “hit”) at which the particle starts interacting with the upstream edge of the
shock front; the number of bounces for each ion is reported in Figure 5a5 versus the ~Vix;hit velocity com-
ponent measured at the hitting time (circles: SSA-O, crossings: SSA-M). (b) Similar results for the “B0-
IN” case. In order to compare with theoretical results of Shapiro and Üçer [2003], all velocity components
of SSA ions presented here have been transformed from the simulation frame (i.e., upstream frame) to the
shock rest frame.
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reflected; SDA-NC ions dominate everywhere and no SSA
ions are identified (Figure 8a1); (3) for middle shell case
(~Vshell ¼ 5~Vthi), SDA-C and DT ions emerge and are mainly
distributed in the right half of the plot (160 < f < 300) in
Figure 8a2; no SSA ions emerge yet; (4) for large shell cases
(~Vshell ¼ 10~Vthi ), two new features appear: the domains of
SDA-C and DT ions are expanding, and SSA ions emerge
in such a way that SSA-M ions are located within a narrow
angular range (50 < q < 130 and 0 < f < 20) and are
mainly “surrounded” by SSA-O ions (Figure 8a3) which
confirms a feature mentioned in Figure 5a5. A more con-
vincing illustration is shown in the 3-D plot of the angles
distribution over the shell in Figure 9. As expected, these
results are quite similar to those mentioned in previous 1-D
simulations [Lever et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2009a] and the-
oretical model [Shapiro and Üçer, 2003]. Present results
stress that most SSA ions come from the large shells and their
injection velocities are nearly along the direction of the shock
normal (along x-axis), in agreement with the results of
Shapiro and Üçer [2003]. In addition, present results precise
that large ~Vshell are in favor for getting more SSA ions, and
that the injection angular domain of SSA-O ions (yellow)
represents a transition between SSA-M domain (green) to
SDA domain (red) as clearly illustrated in Figure 9, a fact
which will require a theoretical development in a further
work. Some differences appear for the B0-IN configuration
(Figure 8b) and may be summarized correspondingly for a
same given ~Vshell=~Vthi ratio as follows:
[28] 1. The domains of SDA-C ions (cyan) become more
restricted in Figure 8b as compared to those of Figure 8a;
this can be explained by the fact that SDA-C ions may have
more difficulties to overcome the overshoot in order to
describe their large gyromotion since some can interact first
with the bump located upstream of the ramp and initiate a
different reflection process. Let us remind that, among the
different ion populations, the SDA-C ion corresponds to the
reflected ion which performs a maximum penetration within
the shock front to initiate a large gyration orbit.
[29] 2. In contrast, the domains of SSA-O (yellow) and DT
(black) ions are larger and greatly expand. Indeed, as
expected, a weaker fields gradient at the shock front (B0-IN
case) will help the formation of DT ions (because of the
lower overshoot barrier), and will reduce the number of
reflected ions. On the other hand, the increase of the SSA-O
and SDA-NC angular domains is associated to ions inter-
acting with the peaked bump upstream of the ramp. Indeed,
Figure 5b3 shows that some ions suffer SSA-O process at
the bump which plays the role of a small barrier (formation
of ion vortex upstream of the ramp at the location of the
bump); let us remind that the selection of the different types
of SSA and SDA ions is performed within the front (section
3.1). In addition, Figure 8b evidence that the number of
SSA-O ions interacting at different locations within the foot
(peaked bump included) is quite high, which means that any
non-monotonic variation of the shock profile from upstream
to the overshoot may have a strong impact on the reflection
process itself.
[30] 3. However, only a poor quantity of SSA-M can be
identified for large ~Vshell=~Vthi ratio. Indeed, the presence of a
thicker ramp (as in B0-IN case) is not in favor of SSA-M
process which requires a steeply narrow ramp in order to
initiate efficient multibouncing.
[31] In summary, the reduction of reflected ions associated
to B0-IN case (and to the increase of DT ions) is mainly
concerning SDA-C and SSA-M ions. The next step consists
in determining more quantitatively the respective increase/
decrease of ions density and energy loss/gain within the five
ion classes identified in the downstream region at the end of
the simulations. Then, a statistical study has been performed
based on simulation runs carried out for 38 different shell
radii ~Vshell varying from 0.1 to 10~Vthi in order to analyze more
precisely the impact of initial conditions (variation of ~Vshell)
for both B0 configurations.
Figure 7. Sketch of low initial energy/weak ion velocity component Vx (in grey) in the shock rest frame
(black coordinate system) mentioned by Shapiro and Üçer [2003]. These ions correspond to those with
velocities approaching the maximum ~Vix in large ~Vshell case in the upstream rest frame (red coordinate sys-
tem) used in present simulations. Sketch inspired from Shapiro and Üçer [2003, Figure 4].
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[32] Figure 10a shows this impact on the percentage of
ions suffering the different acceleration mechanisms, where
dashed and solid curves correspond respectively to B0-OUT
and B0-IN configurations. The total percentage (orange) is
shown for reference. Present results clearly show that for
both B0 configurations: (1) the density of SDA-NC ions is
dominant in particular for low ~Vshell radius but strongly
decreases as the ratio ~Vshell=~Vthi increases (above 2), and
becomes comparable to that of SDA-C ions for high
~Vshell=~Vthi (=10) and for B0-OUT case; (2) in contrast, the
density of DT and of SDA-C ions which is very weak for
~Vshell=~Vthi radius lower than 4 and 2 respectively, increases
with ~Vshell almost simultaneously; (3) in comparison, the
increase of SSA is quite moderate and takes place only for
~Vshell=~Vthi larger than 7.
[33] Some differences appear for B0-IN configuration with
respect to results of B0-OUT configuration and confirm the
expectations mentioned above: (1) the percentage of DT ions
strongly increases (almost twice), together with the density
of SDA-NC and of SSA ions. These increase take place
almost simultaneously provided that ~Vshell=~Vthi is large
enough (>2–3). The increase of SDA-NC percentage is due
to their easier interaction with the upstream bump located
within the foot area (Figure 1d); (2) the density of SDA-C
strongly decreases for ~Vshell=~Vthi larger than 2. This decrease
is due to the difficulties for ions to reach and to overcome
the overshoot barrier since some upstream ions may previ-
ously interact with the upstream bump (Figure 1d).
[34] Figure 10b shows the impact on the corresponding
averaged kinetic energy ~Ek measured downstream for the
different classes of ions. Present results show for B0-OUT
configuration that: (1) the maximum ~Ek is mainly carried by
SDA ions whatever is the ~Vshell value; the value of SDA-C ions
dominates that of SDA-NC ions in particular as ~Vshell=~Vthi is
larger than 2; (2) as ~Vshell=~Vthi increases, the maximum energy
gain decreases for SDA-NC ions (red) and increases for SDA-
C ions (cyan) so that an increase of ~Vshell=~Vthi is in favor of
Figure 8. Domain of velocity injection angle (q  f) for DT (black), SDA-C (cyan) SDA-NC (red),
SSA-O (yellow) and SSA-M (green) ions for simulations with different initial shell velocities ~Vshell ¼
1; 5 and 10~Vthi from top to bottom. These shell values correspond to the cases shown in Figure 3. Results
obtained at the y-averaged shock profiles in (a) B0-OUT and (b) B0-IN cases.
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional plot of the angular domain of Figure 8a3 defined for “B0-OUT” case and
~Vshell = 10~Vthi.
Figure 10. (a) Relative percentage of the different classes of ions measured in downstream region versus
the initial shell radius for the “B0-OUT” (called “O” for short; dashed curves) and “B0-IN” (called “I” for
short; solid curves) configuration and y-averaged shock profiles and (b) corresponding averaged kinetic
energy is normalized with respect to the injection kinetic energy ~E inj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2. This figure repre-
sents the averaged kinetic energy (e.g., ~Ek total ¼
P
SDAC ~Ek þ
P
SDANC ~Ek þ
P
SSA
~Ek þ
P
DT
~Ek
NSDAC þ NSDANC þ NSSA þ NDT ,
where ~Ek SDAC ¼
P
SDAC ~Ek
NSDAC
, ~Ek SDANC ¼
P
SDANC ~Ek
NSDANC
etc.) and not the total kinetic energy.
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SDA-C ions both in terms of percentage and averaged kinetic
energy; more SDA-C are formedwith higher initial energy; (3)
the averaged energy gain stays almost constant for DT ions.
This means that, as ~Vshell=~Vthi increases, more DT ions are
produced (Figure 10a) but these do not gain more energy.
[35] The results obtained for B0-IN configuration can be
summarized as follows: (1) the averaged energy gain
strongly decreases for SDA-C ions, and increases for SDA-
NC and SSA ions; (2) almost no change is observed for DT
ions. Let us precise that Figure 10b represents the averaged
kinetic energy and not the total kinetic energy which is
expected to increase in B0-IN configuration where the den-
sity of DT ions strongly increases.
[36] Downstream energy spectra of ions are shown in
Figure 11 for the cases analyzed in Figures 3a and 3b. These
spectra are measured from the ramp to far downstream
(~Xramp  10~c=~wpi ) in the simulation frame (i.e., upstream
frame). Contributions of various particle classes (namely
SDA, SSA and DT) are color-coded separately by red, green
and black. The total spectrum (all mixed populations) are
represented by a blue solid curve. For B0-OUT case, results
are similar to those obtained with a 1-D simulation by Yang
Figure 11. Downstream energy spectra of ions measured in the simulation frame (i.e., upstream frame)
corresponding to the cases shown in Figure 3. Red, green, and black dots indicate the contributions of
“SDA”, “SSA” and “DT” ions to the total spectra (blue solid curve), respectively. For reference, the vertical
arrow indicates the initial injection kinetic energy ~E inj ¼ ~mi MA ~V A
 2
=2, defined at time ~t = 0.
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et al. [2009a] and are summarized as follows: (1) high
energy part of the spectra is always dominated by SDA ions
no matter how large ~Vshell is; (2) the variation of ~Vshell has a
filtering effect in such a way that the SSA population con-
tributes more noticeably to the total energy spectrum as ~Vshell
increases; simultaneously, the energy range of each popu-
lation enlarges too; (3) for large shell cases, the middle part
(1:1 < ~Ek=~E inj < 8) of the total energy spectrum forms a
power law (here the index is 1.08 in Figure 11a3); this power
law is mainly supported by both DT and SDA ions which
contribute. No power law can be defined for low ~Vshell=~Vthi
ration (Figure 11a1).
[37] A few differences appear in the B0-IN configuration
(Figure 11b) with lower fields gradient at the shock front:
(1) for low and middle ~Vshell=~Vthi values, the energy spec-
trum is more extended in particular to lower energy values.
This extension is mainly supported by DT ions which
succeed to pass (with lower energy) through the lower
amplitude shock front (Figure 11b2). In short, the effect of
low fields gradient at the shock front has strong impact;
(2) for high ~Vshell=~Vthi value, the differences in spectra are
weaker with respect to B0-OUT configuration (Figures 11b3
and 11a3); the effect of varying ~Vshell has a stronger impact.
In this case, the only noticeable impact (in particular, of low
fields gradient at the shock front) is on the power law index
which increases from 1.08 to 1.38.
3.2. Impact of Shock Front Ripples on the Dynamics
of Ions for B0-OUT and B0-IN Configurations
[38] In this section, we follow a similar procedure as in
section 3.1 but by using the shock profile directly issued
from 2-D PIC simulation in B0-IN case, i.e., without any
y-averaging. Let us remind shortly the essential differences
between shock profiles inB0-OUT case and B0-IN (Figure 12):
first, for y-averaged profiles, the fields amplitude at the shock
front is lower, the thickness of the front itself (in particular
of the ramp) is larger in B0-IN (Figures 12b and 12d) than
in B0-OUT (Figures 12a and 12c) configuration, and the
fields of the shock profile do not follow a monotonic varia-
tion from upstream to the ramp. Second, for non-averaged
profile, the scale of the shock front ripples is much larger in
B0-IN (Figures 12b and 12d) as compared to B0-OUT case
(Figures 12a and 12c). The impact of these ripples is the main
Figure 12. Profiles of the main magnetic field and of the electrostatic field ~Ex for the (a and c) “B0-OUT”
and (b and d) “B0-IN” configurations. In each panel, the different x-profiles measured for all y-values are
superimposed; the corresponding y-averaged profile (red) is indicated too. The ramp location is used as the
origin ~x = 0 of the plot.
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center of interest herein. However, two additional features
need to be noted: (1) the amplitude of the electric field fluc-
tuations at the ramp in Figure 12d is so large that it can be
comparable to (or even slightly larger than) the amplitude of
the same field in Figure 12c (local y-averaged and non-
averaged field measured in the ramp); so this feature can
have a particular impact on ions surfing at the ramp (such as
SSA-M ions) and on ions crossing the ramp (such SDA-C
ions) both types being already identified in subsection 3.1;
(2) for B0-IN configuration, the amplitude of the noticeable
bump observed before the ramp (in the spatial domain iden-
tified between vertical arrows) can be strongly amplified by
the rippling (Figures 12b and 12d). These local fluctuations
have a particular impact on ions which mainly interact with
the so called “foot” region of the shock (such as SSA-O
and SDA-NC ions also identified in subsection 3.1) and do
not reach the ramp. One question emerges: do we still
observe the different groups of ions in presence of different
size ripples?
[39] Figure 13 shows the ion phase space plots for differ-
ent shell velocity distributions. The ions suffering different
acceleration mechanisms are marked by different colors as in
Figure 3. The main differences between Figures 13 and 3 are
summarized as follows.
[40] 1. As expected, the ions are more diffuse in phase
space in the presence of shock front rippling (Figure 13)
whatever are the ~Vshell value and the B0 configuration.
[41] 2. The diffusion of reflected and DT ions by large scale
ripples (Figure 13b1) is much more important than that due to
small scale ripples (Figure 13a1) whatever the ~Vshell value is.
Figure 13. Ion phase space (~Vix-~X ) of ions issued from 2-D test particles simulations for three different
initial shell velocities ~Vshell = 1, 5 and 10~Vthi for the non-averaged shock profiles (i.e., front rippling
included). Results are shown respectively for (a) “B0-OUT” and (b) “B0-IN” configurations. Spatial coor-
dinate is normalized versus the ion inertial length ~c=~wpi. The ramp location is used as the origin ~x = 0 of the
plot. Colors code is as follows: incoming and DT ions (black), SDA-C ions (cyan), SDA-NC ions (red),
SSA-O ions (yellow) and SSA-M ions (green). For reference, the non-averaged fields of the shock profile
~Bz (cyan) and ~Ex (magenta) (as in Figure 12) are shown in each panel. The corresponding y-averaged fields
~Bz (blue) and ~Ex (red) are also shown for reference as in Figure 3.
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As a particular consequence, for low energy cases, no coherent
vortex can persist in the reflected ions motion (Figure 13b1) as
compared with the y-averaged case (Figure 3b1); the coherent
gyrating motion of reflected ions is destroyed by the front
rippling.
[42] 3. In addition, the front ripples (Figures 13a and 13b)
increase the upstream extension of the reflected ions as
compared with y-averaged case (Figures 3a and 3b). This
upstream extension is moderate for small scale rippling
(Figure 13a versus Figure 3a), but much larger for large scale
rippling (Figure 13b versus Figure 3b). Let us remind that
two effects combine together; on one hand, for B0-IN con-
figuration, a lower ion reflection due to lower fields ampli-
tude at the front (Figure 3b) but higher ion diffusion due to
the large scale rippling (Figure 13b); on the other hand, the
situation is reversed for the B0-OUT configuration, with a
stronger coherent ion reflection due to a higher fields
amplitude at the front which leads to a larger upstream
extension (Figure 3a versus Figure 3b) but with a lower ion
diffusion due to the small scale rippling (Figure 13a versus
Figure 13b). Finally, with non-averaged cases, the upstream
extension of reflected ions is slightly larger for large rather
than for small scale rippling cases; this reflected ions
domain measured from the locations of the respective
ramps are ~Dref ;ions = 3.4 versus 3.85, 3.8 versus 4.4, and 4.5
versus 4.8 ~c=~wpi respectively for ~Vshell=~Vthi = 1 (Figures 13a1
and 13b1), 5 (Figures 13a2 and 13b2) and 10 (Figures 13a3
and 13b3) for small versus large scale rippling.
[43] 4. For low ~Vshell case, DT ions which are absent in the
y-averaged case of B0-OUT configuration (i.e., all ions are
reflected in Figure 3a1) now emerge in the corresponding
non-averaged case (Figure 13a1); in other words, the front
rippling facilitates the formation of DT ions. The production
of DT ions is even larger for large scale ripples (Figure 13b1
versus Figure 13a1). In both B0 configurations, the shock
front (which can be considered as playing the role of an
electric and magnetic barrier for ions) becomes “more
porous” in the presence of rippling.
[44] 5. For low ~Vshell case, both SSA-M (green) and SSA-O
(yellow) ions which were almost absent in the y-averaged
case of B0-IN configuration (Figure 3b1), now emerge in the
corresponding non-averaged case (Figure 13b1). This fea-
ture which will be even more evidenced in the angular
domains of Figure 15, implies that large scale ripples largely
help the formation of SSA ions.
[45] 6. For low ~Vshell case and for B0-OUT configuration,
small scale ripples help the formation of SDA-C ions (cyan)
as seen Figure 13a1, which were absent in y-averaged case
(Figure 3a1).
[46] All main features of the four reflected ion populations
(as identified in Figure 4 for y-averaged profiles) have been
fully recovered in the presence of front rippling (not shown
here). However, a major point is that a given ion (i.e.,
belonging to given group) identified for y-averaged case
belongs to a different group when considering the same ion for
non-averaged case. There is no one-to-one correspondence of
ions when analyzing y-averaged and non-averaged cases.
Moreover, a statistical study made on 2-D shock profiles (not
shown here) confirms that SDA ions always get an energy gain
much larger than the SSA ions for both B0-OUT configuration
(Figures 4a5–4a8) and B0-IN (Figures 4b5–4b8) shock pro-
files. This extends to 2-D results a fact which has been
observed for 1-D shock profile in recent work [Yang et al.,
2009a]. The SSA process reveals not to be the dominant
process.
[47] The impact of the front ripples is illustrated in
Figures 14a and 14b which shows the trajectory analysis and
the averaged kinetic energy of a few SSA ions for shell
velocity distributions radius ~Vshell ¼ 10~Vthi. The ions suffering
SSA-O and SSA-M are color-coded by different colors as in
Figure 5. These SSA ions are selected among the 51200 ions
used in the simulations as in Figure 5. The main differences
with respect to results of y-averaged shock profiles are as
follows:
[48] 1. For both B0 configurations, in the presence of front
ripples, the trajectories of SSA ions become more diffuse since
these interact with local fields of different amplitudes (at dif-
ferent y-locations as illustrated in Figure 12) but the final
energy gain is almost unchanged with respect to y-averaged
case at least for small scale rippling (Figure 14a). This diffu-
sion leads to some temporal “chaotic” evolution of local
kinetic energy (partial loss of the reflected ion motion coher-
ency) as ions receive a small kick up or down due to the front
rippling itself (Figures 14a and 14b). This “chaotic” feature is
reinforced for large scale rippling (Figures 14b3 and 14b4) as
compared to small scale rippling (Figures 14a3 and 14a4); as a
consequence, in the B0-IN configuration, the resulting energy
gain is higher (Figures 14b3 and 14b4) than for the corre-
sponding y-averaged shock profiles (Figures 5b3 and 5b4).
[49] 2. For both B0 configurations, the front rippling leads
to a mixing of injection angle domains for the SSA-O ions
and SSA-M ions (i.e., ions change categories), and enlarges
these angular domains. This domain extension is much
larger for large scale rippling (Figure 14b5 to be compared
with Figure 5b5) rather than for small scale rippling
(Figure 14a5 to be compared with Figure 5a5).
[50] 3. For non-averaged case of B0-IN configuration, the
large scale ripples lead to an increased kinetic energy for
both classes of SSA ions (Figures 14b3 and 14b4) as com-
pared with y-averaged cases (Figures 5b3 and 5b4). This
increase is even much stronger for SSA-M (Figure 14b4) in
association with the stronger ion diffusion by large scale
ripples. Then, even in this B0-IN configuration, where the
y-averaged fields amplitude at the shock front is lower
(Figures 12b and 12d) than that for B0-OUT (Figures 12a
and 12c), the large scale rippling allow some SSA ions to
reach an energy gain higher (Figures 14b3 and 14b4) than
that for B0-OUT (Figures 14a3 and 14a4). This feature can
be explained by the fact that SSA-M ions interact mainly near
or at the ramp i.e., where the gradient of ~Ex (whose large
amplitude is determinant to initiate SSA-M ion) is the largest.
Moreover, in the present case, the fluctuations of the electric
field at or near the ramp are very large so that the amplitude
of the local electric field for a given y-location (Figure 12d)
can overcome that observed at the ramp for B0-OUT con-
figuration (Figure 12c), and the resulting energy of an
SSA-M ion interacting at that y-location can be higher.
Similarly, the fluctuations of the local electric field are also
quite large at/around the upstream bump (between arrows in
Figure 12d) and represent an important percentage of the
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same field at the ramp. This feature explains the increase in
the percentage and in the averaged kinetic energy of SSA-M
ions. As an illustration, an ion (purple) identified by two
arrows in Figures 14b2 and 14b4 (at different times of its
trajectory) is characterized by a high energy gain before the
ramp; its turning point is located at a distance ~x = 0.65 ~c=~wpi
upstream from the ramp which corresponds exactly to the
location of the upstream bump extending within the range
~x ¼ 0:37 0:87~c=~wpi from the ramp (Figures 12b and 12d).
Let us remind that partial statistics are considered at that
stage and only a few particles can get so high energy gain;
the full statistics analysis based on all injected ions is nec-
essary and is presented in Figures 15–17, in order to estab-
lish conclusive statements.
[51] 4. For B0-IN case, the number of reflections of SSA-M
ions and the associated kinetic energy largely increases
(Figures 14b2 and 14b4) with respect to the y-averaged case
(Figures 5b2 and 5b4). The invoked reason is indicated in
above point 3.
[52] Figure 15 shows the complete statistical results of the
injection angles domains for SSA-O (yellow), SSA-M
(green), SDA-C (cyan), SDA-NC (red), and DT (black) ions
for B0-IN case. The main features are summarized as
follows:
[53] 1. One main result is that whatever are the shell radius
and the B0 configuration, the front rippling “blurs” out
the frontiers well identified between the different classes of
ions in all y-averaged cases (Figure 8). The injection angle
domains of the different populations expand and interpene-
trate one each other. A separate analysis (not shown herein)
evidences that one ion belonging to a category in y-averaged
case can change category in non-averaged case; there is no
one-to-one correspondence. In other words, the front rip-
pling makes the shock front “porous” as illustrated by
comparing Figures 15 and 8; this “porosity” (or diffusion of
ions at the frontiers of their angular domains) is much larger
for large scale (Figure 15b) rather than for small scale rip-
pling (Figure 15a).
Figure 14. (a) Plots similar to those of Figure 5, focused on different reflected ions (different colors) suf-
fering SSA-O (Figure 14a1) and SSA-M (Figure 14a2) processes for the non-averaged “B0-OUT” con-
figuration and for ~Vshell ¼ 10~Vthi . Vertical thick dashed lines from left to right indicate the locations of
the overshoot “O”, the ramp “R” and the upstream edge of the foot “F” respectively. Figures 14a3 and
14a4 show the corresponding normalized kinetic energy ~Ek=~E inj versus ~X = ~c=~wpi
 
, where the injection
kinetic energy ~E inj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2.The ramp location is used as the origin ~x = 0 of the plot. Figure 14a5
shows the domain of velocity injection angles (q  f) of SSA-O (circle) and SSA-M (cross) ions. (b) Sim-
ilar plots for the non-averaged “B0-IN” configuration.
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[54] 2. For small ~Vshell case (Figure 15a1), the rippling
facilitates the formation of DT and SDA-C ions as
announced when analyzing Figure 12a1. Again, if one con-
siders the shock front as a magnetic and an electrostatic
barrier for ions, the front rippling makes this barrier
“porous” in the sense that DT ions can be transmitted more
easily, and some reflected ions may have their turning point
behind the overshoot and are identified as new SDA-C ions.
[55] 3. For the B0-OUT configuration and for the middle
~Vshell case (Figure 15a2), both SSA-O and SSA-M ions obvi-
ously emerge within angular ranges (0 < f < 340 and
320 < f < 360) centered around q = 90, while these are
absent in y-averaged case (Figure 8a2). As ~Vshell=~Vthi increases,
the frontier between angular domains of SSA-O (yellow) and
SSA-M (green) observed in the y-averaged case (Figure 8a3)
almost disappears in the presence of small scale rippling
(Figure 15a3); their angular domain largely expands from
45 < q < 135 to roughly 25 < q < 155 (Figure 15a3). In
other words, SSA-ions are more easily evidenced in presence
of front rippling (provided that the shell radius is large
enough), but the rippling itself mixes the injection angle
domains of both SSA-O and SSA-M populations.
[56] Solid curves in Figure 16 indicate statistical results of
the different classes of ions identified in the downstream
region at the end of the simulations and are compared with
results of y-averaged cases in Figure 10; same statistical
procedure and same colors code are used for identifying the
different ion populations in both Figures 16 and 10. Main
results are:
[57] 1. For both B0 configurations, the front rippling is
confirmed as being a good candidate to facilitate the formation
of DT (black), SSA (green) ions and improves slightly the
formation of SDA-C (cyan) ions. It is important to note that all
these variations take place mainly within low and middle
~Vshell=~Vthi values ranges, and are particularly strong for large
scale rippling (solid curves) rather than for small scale (dashed
curve) rippling. All results obtained for high ~Vshell=~Vthi (=10)
are almost unchanged with respect to y-averaged case.
[58] 2. For both B0 configurations, the front rippling is
not in favor of the formation of SDA-NC ions. More
precisely, the large scale rippling (solid curves) lead to a
strong decrease of the SDA-NC (red) ions percentage (within
the range ~Vshell < 8~Vthi ), while the percentage of DT and
SSA ions increases within the ranges ~Vshell < 6:8~Vthi and
Figure 15. Domain of velocity injection angle (q  f) for DT (black), SDA-C (cyan) SDA-NC (red),
SSA-O (yellow) and SSA-M (green) ions for simulations with different initial shell velocities ~Vshell ¼
1; 5 and 10~Vthi from top to bottom. These shell values correspond to the cases shown in Figure 13. Results
obtained at the non-averaged shock profiles for (a) “B0-OUT” and (b) “B0-IN” configurations.
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~Vshell < 4~Vthi respectively as compared with y-averaged case
(Figure 10a).
[59] 3. For all populations, the rippling contributes to
provide a noticeable value of the averaged kinetic energy for
ion populations which succeed to emerge (DT, SSA, and
SDA-C ions) as compared with y-averaged case where their
kinetic energy was null or negligible. This major change
takes place within the low and middle ~Vshell=~Vthi values
range, but is rather more limited for high ~Vshell=~Vthi (=10)
value. For both small and large scale rippling, the resulting
averaged kinetic energy has a limited dependance versus the
~Vshell=~Vthi ratio (Figure 16b).
[60] 4. In short, the amplitude of fields fluctuations along
the shock front is much larger for B0-IN than for B0-OUT
configurations (Figure 12) and contributes to change
strongly the relative distribution of the upstream ions into
the different classes. The resulting particles diffusion
strongly increases for all ion classes (both in terms of
injection angles as in Figures 15a and 15b, and in the phase
space as in Figures 13a and 13b), but the impact of the large
scale ripples on the averaged kinetic energy is only notice-
able in low and middle ~Vshell=~Vthi values range, with respect
to the y-averaged case (Figure 16b).
[61] Finally, downstream ion energy spectra are shown in
Figure 17 for both “B0-OUT” and “B0-IN” configurations
and are compared with those of Figure 11. The main dif-
ferences are as follows:
[62] 1. For both B0 configurations and for low/middle
~Vshell=~Vthi values (Figures 17a1, 17b1, 17a2, and 17b2), the
contribution of DT, SSA and SDA ion populations to the
total spectrum increases in presence of front rippling with
respect to the y-averaged case (Figures 11a1, 11b1, 11a2,
and 11b2). In particular, the contribution of SSA and SDA
ions to the low and middle energy part of the total spectrum
is enhanced. Indeed, more lower energy ions are identified
as SSA and SDA when interacting with the fluctuations of
the bump upstream of the ramp; on the same, more lower
energy DT ions succeed to pass through the lower amplitude
fluctuating overshoot at the front. This enhancement is
stronger for large scale ripples (Figures 17b1 and 17b2)
rather than for small scale ripples (Figures 17a1 and 17a2).
As a consequence, the front rippling strongly enlarges the
spectrum range toward lower energy ~Ek=~E inj for each DT,
SSA and SDA population; the energy range of the resulting
total spectrum enlarges too.
[63] 2. In contrast, whatever is the ripples size, the impact of
the front rippling is quite moderate for high ~Vshell=~Vthi (=10)
value (Figures 17a3 and 17b3) with respect to the y-averaged
case (Figures 11a3 and 11b3). One important point is that the
resulting power law evidenced for large shell radius still per-
sists and is not affected by the front rippling: within the same
middle energy range, the index is still 1.08 in Figures 11a3 and
17a3, and 1.38 in Figures 11b3 and 17b3. Let us note that a
lower gradient of shock front is in favor for increasing the
power index (1.08 to 1.38 between Figures 11a3 and 11b3).
Moreover, present results show that, even in the presence of
different scales of the front ripples, this power law is not
determined by SSA-M ions (equivalent of MRI ions as sug-
gested by Zank et al. [1996]) but rather a by strong contribu-
tion of SDA and DT ions. This difference could be explained
Figure 16. (a) Relative percentage of different classes of ions measured in the downstream region versus
the initial shell radius for the “B0-OUT” (called “O” for short; dashed curves) and “B0-IN” (called “I” for short;
solid curves) configuration and non-averaged shock profiles and (b) corresponding averaged kinetic energy
normalized with respect to the injection kinetic energy ~E inj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2.
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by the fact that the model of Zank et al. [1996] is based on
several simplifying assumptions (in particular concerning the
microstructures of the shock included herein), and a one-to-
one corresponding comparison cannot be directly achieved.
[64] 3. For both B0 configurations, the maximum energy
of the total spectrum is still carried by SDA ions for any
~Vshell=~Vthi value; this maximum slightly increases in the
presence of ripples. The SSA process is not dominant in any
case; this extends to 2-D shock profiles a previous result
obtained for 1-D simulation [Yang et al., 2011a].
4. Conclusions
[65] In this paper, we use electromagnetic fields of a
strictly perpendicular shock produced self-consistently in
2-D PIC simulations, and test-particle simulations in order to
analyze the dynamics and energization of upstream ions
interacting with rippled shock fronts. Three types of analysis
are presented: first, a parametric analysis has been performed
by varying initial kinetic energy of the shell distribution ions;
second, this analysis has been applied on two different types
of rippled shock front so-called respectively “B0-OUT case”
(equivalent to the shock profile issued from a 2-D PIC sim-
ulation when the ambient magnetic field ~B0 is perpendicular
to the simulation plane) and “B0-IN case” (equivalent to the
shock profile issued from a 2-D PIC simulation when ~B0 is
lying within the simulation plane). The first and second cases
are characterized respectively by a small scale front rippling
(with a wavelength along the shock front less than 1 ~c=~wpi)
and a large scale front rippling (with a wavelength along the
shock front covering one or a few ~c=~wpi ). Third, for each
case, the investigation is based on systematic comparison
between y-averaged and non-averaged (i.e., originally rip-
pled) shock profile. Y-averaged profile of “B0-IN” case is
characterized by smoother gradient of the fields at the shock
front (smaller shock amplitude, and a thicker shock front, and
in particular thicker ramp) as compared to the “B0-OUT”
case. Main results can be summarized as follows:
Figure 17. Downstream energy spectra of ions measured in the simulation frame (i.e., upstream frame)
corresponding to the cases shown in Figure 13. Red, green, and black dots indicate the contributions of
“SDA”, “SSA” and “DT” ions to the total spectra (blue solid curve), respectively. For reference, the ver-
tical arrow indicates the initial injection kinetic energy ~E inj ¼ ~mi MA ~VA
 2
=2, defined at time ~t = 0.
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[66] 1. Three different ion populations can be identified
(SDA, SSA and DT) after upstream ions have interacted
with the shock front as in recent 1-D simulations made by
Yang et al. [2009a]. In addition, the SSA ions are divided
into two subpopulations: SSA-O and SSA-M ions according
to their respective number of bounces. As in 1-D simulation,
SSA-O ions can reach a high energy during one bounce
only. Their acceleration mechanism is different from that of
the SSA-M ions; they are reflected not only at the ramp, but
also within the foot where these suffer a strong acceleration.
This feature is not supported by any current theory yet. In
contrast, the behavior of the SSA-M ions is as expected by
previous theoretical analysis [Shapiro and Üçer, 2003];
however, it can be initiated also within the foot region so
before the ions reach the ramp itself. Furthermore, a y-
averaged (thicker) shock front as obtained in “B0-IN” case
helps the formation of SSA-O as compared to the “B0-OUT”
case (thinner shock front). This means that a very thin ramp
is not a necessary condition to initiate the SSA process.
Instead, we consider rather that an ~Ex field strong enough is
a condition to initiate the SSA process even at the foot. At
least, for non-averaged shock profile, large scale front rip-
ples (“B0-IN” case) increase the percentage and the down-
stream average kinetic energy of SSA ions especially for
small and large ratio ~Vshell=~Vthi (less than 4 and larger than 6
respectively), while small scale front ripples have a weaker
impact on SSA ions.
[67] 2. Moreover, the SDA ions are divided into two
subpopulations: SDA-C and SDA-NC. For the y-averaged
shock front, the profiles of “B0-IN” case tend to increase the
formation of SDA-NC ions and to decrease strongly SDA-C
ions percentage as compared to the “B0-OUT” case. For non-
averaged shock profiles, the percentage of SDA-NC is more
strongly decreased by large scale front ripples as compared
to the small scale front ripples. However, large scale front
ripples slightly increase the averaged kinetic energy of
SDA-NC ions, which suggests that if less SDA-NC ions are
produced these are more energetic. Correspondingly, small
scale ripples have a weak effect on the averaged kinetic energy
of SDA-NC ions.
[68] 3. Y-averaged profiles of “B0-IN” case greatly help
the formation of DT ions, which can be easily explained by
the lower amplitude of the shock front. However, no
noticeable change is observed in the averaged kinetic energy
between y-averaged and non-averaged shock profiles, for
any value of ~Vshell=~Vthi larger than 2, for each “B0-IN” and
“B0-OUT” configuration. This suggests that if more DT ions
are produced these are not more energetic.
[69] 4. It is worth noting that the shock front ripples do
have a strong impact on the injection angles, on the per-
centage and the resulting energy spectrum of upstream ions
after these interact with the shock front, except for large
~Vshell=~Vthi (=10). These main impacts are: (1) because of the
presence of ripples, local electric and magnetic fields inter-
acting with ions at different y-locations along the shock front
are quite different; as a consequence, more SSA and DT ions
are formed; (2) a diffusion of ions takes place at the frontiers
of the injection angle domains and in the phase space, in
such a way that the different classes of ions are mixed and
their respective angular domains expand and interpenetrate
one to each other. Then, the frontiers between the different
angular domains clearly defined for each ion population for
y-averaged case are blurred out when the front ripples are
included; in other words, the shock front becomes “porous”.
[70] 5. In all ~Vshell cases, SDA ions are always dominant in
the high energy range part of the downstream energy spec-
trum, in the relative percentage as well as in downstream
averaged kinetic energy (independently of the SDA-C or
SDA-NC class). The front rippling maintains this dominance
and even reinforces it for low ~Vshell=~Vthi ratio values.
[71] In this paper, we have focused our attention on the
impact of a self-consistent shock front rippling (with dif-
ferent spatial scales along the front) on the dynamics of ions
for the most simple configuration i.e., a strictly perpendic-
ular shock. Previous works were focused on the impact of
shock nonstationarity along the shock normal (self-refor-
mation along x-axis) due to the accumulation of reflected
ions over a foot distance from the ramp [Yang et al., 2009a,
2011a]. Mixing together all nonstationarity effects along the
shock normal and along the shock front is left for further
work, but previously requires a better understanding of the
shock front activity which is under active investigation. All
the processes responsible for the front ripples under con-
sideration in the present study are intrinsic to the shock
dynamics itself; these do not require any external input
process. In contrast, we also know that the upstream solar
wind may include pre-existing large-scale turbulence [Guo
and Giacalone, 2010], so waves activity of different scales
may compete with each other and have some impact on ion
acceleration. This can be also the case of an Alfvén wave
interacting with a collisionless shock front [Lu et al., 2009].
Such topics will be also analyzed in further works.
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